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Dear Readers,
Those who are in the
business longer are famili-
ar with the ups and downs
in the economy, and know
that the customers do not
necessarily come by
themselves. The current
DAT report speaks a clear
language: Service works-
hops could significantly
improve their position by
actively striving for main-
tenance contracts. The
right strategy and the right
equipment - preferably
from us - promise more
business now and in the
future. In this issue we
once again offer you a
good deal: We accept
your old brake maintenan-
ce device in payment
when you order a new
ROMESS device. This is
a convenient opportunity
for you to become a
modern, hi-tech, updated
device.

Have fun reading

Yours Werner Rogg 

For Romess CEO Werner Rogg it is clear
that:
"German automotive workshops need to
intensify their customer care. This opens
good opportunities for higher sales."
Rogg supports his assessment with the
DAT report 2013, which makes a significant
statement. According to the report the ser-
vice market recovered last year: There
were fewer maintenance contracts (41.8
million maintenance contracts opposed to
44.3 million in 2011), whereas abrasion
repairs increased slightly (from 31.5 million
to 32.5 million). The market observers
noted that this was due to a higher avera-
ge age of the vehicles with larger mileage.
The report announced that car buyers in
Germany in 2012 spent less money for
new and used cars. Honestly this is a posi-
tive development for the workshops sector.
However, the workshops should tap the full
potential with active customer approach.
Regular brake service, for example, provi-
des a good source of income for automobi-

le businesses, and because of the safety
aspects, it is not difficult to convince works-
hop customers of the necessity of brake
maintenance.  Perfect for this, ROMESS
appropriate devices are available with
patented technology.

www.romess.de

Service market
offers potential

Second chance to
change "OLD for NEW" 
Due to the great response and some disappoin-
ted customers who missed out on our spring pro-
motion, we have decided to re-launch a major
exchange-action: We take your old brake blee-
der - no matter what brand - back when you
order a new ROMESS device before October
31st. 
More on the last page! 

Brake maintenance is a great source of income for
Automobile workshops.
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Leak Detector USM 20128

"I like" ROMESS 

systems in the vehicle, such as in engi-
ne management. Also the turbo char-
ger and the brake booster can be relia-
bly checked using the USM 20128.

The ultrasonic leak detector USM
20128, it is fun to work with this great
detective: The device finds leakages in
an instant and enables, thanks to its
displays in analog look, very relaxed
operating, because the movement of
the pointer can be easily visually deter-
mined. 
The leak detector is predestined to

locate leaks in the vehicle - whether
this, for example, is in the induction
system of the motor or the air conditio-
ner. If a hose connection is porous or
broken; it is possible that it could take a
rather long time to find the leak without
such a device. 
"This device performs a very good ser-
vice in the commercial vehicle sector,"
says Daniel Küssner, technical advisor
and auto technician-master at
ROMESS. Here you can deploy it to
check all under-pressure control

ROMESS 2013 - the year for service
offensive. And why not? 
Those who are good, strive constantly

to be even better. We are not only inter-
ested in setting top technical standards,
we also strive to increase our customer
contact. 
Since the beginning of this year we

have a free phone technical support ser-
vice. Customers have a direct link to our
automotive technology experts Kay-Uwe
Karsten (+49 7720/9770-30) and Daniel
Küssner (+49 7720/9770-15). 
They advise callers not only in devices

questions but also regarding general
issues and problems throughout the
vehicle, specifically on the brake

Don't let under-pressure
put you under pressure

Daniel Küssner on the ultrasonic measuring system.
The 20128 USM is also excellent for vacuum measu-
rements.

s y s t e m .
We have
n o w
expan-
ded our
service
and are
a v a i l a -
ble on face
book. 

Enter in face
book, search "Ro-
mess" and post us your question. This
will be answered as quickly as possible.
You can also leave your phone number
for a call back. And do not forget, if you
like us, give us your "like!"
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IA has to pay
When injury is suffered while
"grasping for air" outside a 30
degree hot assembly hall it is
recognized as a works accident.
This was decided by the Social
Court, Heilbronn. An employee
of a car manufacturer injured his
foot during a break outside. As a
result he had to be operated
twice. The Insurance Associa-
tion must now take over the
costs. 

Well done
The competition of the world's
top 31 vehicle mechatronics was
mastered by the German candi-
date Robert Bartsch.  He took
the 21st place of the world skills
at the World Cup Jobs. The gold
medal was won by the Australian
participant, silver went out to the
competitors from South Tyrol
and Korea, and bronze the
Swiss candidate.

Ramsauer: Toll
In September's parliamentary
elections. In case of a victory the
Union wants transport minister
Peter Ramsauer (CSU) to sub-
mit during various coalition
negotiations models for the
introduction a motorway toll for
passenger cars in Germany. The
plans, however, are controversi-
al. Eight years ago, a truck toll
system was introduced on
German highways.

Demand for gas 
The interest in electric vehicles
in the automotive companies is
still relatively low. This is the
result of the industry index sur-
vey the trade journal "auto
mode". In most businesses, the
customers show interest for
vehicles with LPG (64 Percent),
followed by hybrid (44 Percent),
electrical (41 percent) and natu-
ral gas vehicles (26 percent).

INFO



ROMESSAGE 3/13Agricultural machinery
maintenance works ex-
cellently as seen here:
Tractor with a ROMESS
HY device.

A country
tour with  
GREEN

Based on the superior technology of brake maintenance
devices, ROMESS offers, for the commercial vehicle sector,
a range of equipment that is specially adapted for the main-
tenance tasks and needs of heavy vehicles. Especially
popular in truck workshops are the "green" ROMESS devi-

ces for servicing hydraulic
gear and clutch systems. 
The hydraulic oil change is
completed easily and
quickly. It offers also
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other operative ranges - for example, the maintenance of
heavy construction equipment. The ROMESS hydraulic
equipment brings the effect required for the powerful machi-
nes to keep fields and farm in top shape: The patented
ROMESS technology guarantees the complete ventilation of
the shift and coupling system - which in turn guarantees the
safety function. 
The pressure which transports the hydraulic liquid can be
set. A bubble-free conveyance is possible because the
hydraulic fluid does not foam up. As same as the blue brake
maintenance devices for the passenger car sector, the
green hydraulic devices are constructed to meet high
demands, are top quality equipment and extremely robust.
This ensures their long service life. 
The flusher and bleeder S 30-60 HY 2 is designed for 30 -
to 60 litre barrels. It corresponds to the MB-regulation 345.0.
The SE 5 HY 2 (also MB-regulation 345.0, Daimler version)
is also a barrel device. The SE 10 H is a flusher and bleeder
for hydraulic oil based on mineral oil for the MAN vehicles.
Its tank holds ten litres of hydraulic fluid. All three devices are
easy to use on the gear and clutch system and capable of
fully bleeding by one person. 

Powerful Trio: The ROMESS HY-
devices: from left SE 5 HY 2, S
30-60 HY HY 2 and SE 10.



You are surely
not old...
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*only to 

31th of October 2013!

We accept all

brands in payment.

...but possibly your brake maintenance device? - ROMESS is now
over 40 years on the market. Our devices are super robust long-
distance runners. However, new vehicles also generate new techni-
cal requirements. Our big spring action in the Romessage 1-2013
was a winner. Unfortunately some of our customers missed the
opportunity! - Therefore we have decided to make once again an
offer, you simply cannot refuse: "OLD for NEW" is back again at
ROMESS up to 31 October - Treat yourself to a new brake mainte-
nance device with the patented ROMESS technology. We recom-
mend our models S 15 and S 20! And it's this easy:

❒ Call our hotline 07720/9770-15.
❒ Inform us of the make and model of your old device.
❒ Choose your new ROMESS device.
❒ We take your old unit in payment (all brands!)
❒ You have a top device of the latest technical standard and have 

saved money.


